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# **May 2001** I have decided to come out of 'art therapy' just as the Great Society is dying, as it
always will unless the government gets big jobs out of the Arts, just as it will not. **2002** I am
getting older, but I don't feel like it yet, and I just about get myself out the way, but that doesn't stop
me feeling a little sad and sorry for myself. By Jan. the press starts saying my new song, 'Beloved
Child', is apparently as good as 'Ordinary People', which is a fine compliment – the songs are the
same. At the same time, about a month before I'm due to record the album, I'm laying awake in bed,
worrying about the economic problems ahead, when suddenly I seem to hear the voice of a child. I
know at once it's 'Beloved Child', and I start to sing it out loud, but I don't sing it too loudly, for fear
that others will hear. As the song goes on I feel a bit better, but it's hard work, and I feel maybe it
hasn't been as good as it should have been, but I reckon I can make it better next time. **March
2002** Some old mates from Melbourne come to visit me in Scotland, and I know they're here
because we are rehearsing a concert in a Glasgow pub, and they come and visit us. I don't want to
go through this again, so I'm trying to cut out the old drinking and pretend to be on the wagon
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